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THE CLASSICAL REVIEW

The IT. <f>vr&p then is a very thorough
and laborious piece of work; and, see-
ing that such technical books in Greek
are hard reading, as I presume even
for scholars, a translation such as this,
really an edition as well as a transla-
tion, is more than welcome to botanists
and medical historians. In a few
passages to which I had occasionally
referred I had found Wimmer's Latin
translation slight; and in more general
terms Sir Arthur Hort says that ' it
slurs the difficulties.' Besides the
technical language of the book, the
style of Theophrastus, like that of
Aristotle, is often rough, allusive, and
curt, as of notes for lectures; or it may
have been a ' Master's Book' from which
he himself, and his disciples after him,
preserved memoranda for teaching,
and for perpetuation of a tradition
chiefly oral. Thus to the literary reader
the treatise is the less attractive. Except
for experts, these laborious details are
less inviting than wider speculations on
the cosmos, on atomism, on the pneuma,
and so forth.

Haeser says that J. G. Schneider
first made the botanical treatises of
Theophrastus available for literature
(Leipzig, 1818-1821); and, if by the
lexicon1 of this great scholar we may
estimate his peculiar equipment for
that task, we may so far rely upon his
edition. Unfortunately, as Sir A. Hort
points out, the Codex Urbinas was not
known when that edition was published.
Kurt Sprengel, in his 'monumental
edition,' has the credit of bringing to
his work more of botanical science than
of scholarship; but I see in his preface

1 As being something of a dilettante in
lexicons, may I say that J. G. Schneider's
Greco-German. Wbrterbuch (third edition, 1819)
is very valuable, as it contains many curious
and out-of-the-way words, especially in science.

that Wimmer is not cordially of this
opinion. He says of Sprengel not only
' certi subtilisque interpretis laudem non
meruit,' but also ' neque in plantis
determinandis satis felix.1 It is interest-
ing to note that even upon this tangled
department of scholarship the great
Scaliger had descended, and written a
brilliant commentary.2 At present, as
a complete edition of Theophrastus'
scientific works, that of Wimmer (in the
Didot series, 1866) holds the field. In
the botanical detail of the translation Sir
Arthur Hort has had the invaluable aid
of Sir W. Thiselton-Dyer, to whom also
we owe the compilation of the appended
Index of Plants. In his text Sir Arthur
has very wisely given the English
names, so far as possible. Upon every
page it is apparent how onerous must
have been the labour bestowed by him
upon these volumes, both in respect of
the text, the scientific details, and the
notes, all of which are brief and to the
point. The mere verification of the
references must have been an exacting
task. Of the translation itself, coming
as it does from so accomplished a
scholar, it becomes me to speak only
as a general reader; I have found it
not only to throw much light upon the
Greek, but also to be very readable as
original prose.

CLIFFORD ALLBUTT.

P.S,—By a fortunate coincidence,
since Sir A. Hort's edition was pub-
lished, Professor Stratton, of the Uni-
versity of California, has edited the
Hepl alo-Otfaecov of Theophrastus, with
a translation, under the title of Greek
Physiological Psychology (London and
New York, 1917); an able and very
interesting study.

* Commentary, etc., on the T. (f>vrS>v, Leyden,
1584 ; and on the w. alnav, Geneva, 1566.
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As the title-page informs us, this first
volume of Mr. Mackenna's translation of

Plotinus contains ' the treatises of the
First Ennead with Porphyry's life of
Plotinus, and the Preller-Ritter extracts
forming a Conspectus of the Plotinian
system.' In addition, sandwiched be-
tween the First Ennead and the * Con-
spectus,' there are about twenty-five
pages of' Bibliography and Explanatory
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Matter.' This arrangement strikes one
as rather awkward: one would have ex-
pected the introductory matter—includ-
ing the ' Conspectus,' if such a thing is
necessary—to have its place at the begin-
ning, so that the translation of Plotinus
might run on continuously from volume
to volume. This, however, is a minor
matter. The great matter is that here
at last Plotinus has found a capable
translator, and that the English student
can peruse him at his leisure with com-
fort and satisfaction. For the volume
itself is a pleasure to handle: the
paper is of high quality, the type clear
and well spaced, the margins ample,
and the binding pleasing with its
' Michalet boards, canvas back, and
paper label.'

As regards the style and method of
Mr. Mackenna's translation opinions
may differ. He pours scorn on the
' arbitrary principles laid down by
translators of a formally precise school,'
and he warns us that ' readers who desire
their translations to serve as an unfail-
ing treasury of illustrations to " X on
Greek Idioms " are not asked to like
this version.' ' The present translator,'
he tells us, ' has not thought of his
probable readers as glossary-bound
pedants. . . The first aim has been the
utmost attainable clearness in the faith-
fal, full and unalloyed expression of the
meaning; the second aim, set a long
way after the first, has been the repro-
duction of the splendid soaring passages
with all their warmth and light.' After
this dressing-down of the critics, he
would be a bold man who would ven-
ture to play the part again. None the
less, one may ask whether the word
' complement' (p. 33,1. 3) is not a mis-
print for ' couplement'—a word I can-
not take to, though it is Mr. Mackenna's
regular equivalent for TO avva/upoTepov
or KOIVOV. In Enn. I. i. 3, when the Greek
runs o ri irep av irepl am/ia irav yiyvrjTai,
the version has 'every other affection
that belongs to the body,' as if trav
were absent. In the same section it is
difficult to see how,' if the soul uses the
body, it is separate from it,' represents
X<opi&i> 70W o TO yjpwyxvov SS

Towards the close of I. i. 4 (JMSXXOV OLV
T $ crco/j,aTi K.T.\.) I cannot make out how
the translator wishes to take T £ fikmoi
Totovrq), T& <f>v<Tiic<j> w h e n h e wr i tes
'their natural seat is the material
member,' etc.: a pedant might suspect
here a blunder in construing. In the
Ritter-Preller extracts we miss any
indication of the places where the trans-
lator (after Volkmann) corrects the text
(«• g- % x°pvyet for t) x°pvyy> V. i. 2) j
and here, too, there are renderings which
raise a doubt in the pedantic mind,
as when ekOovaa ek <r&/ia ovpavov
(V. i. 2) is turned into 'when it
comes to body.' In rendering obscure
passages a certain amount of expansion
may be necessary, but even a ' faithful'
and ' literary rather than literal' version
might furnish a more compact equiva-
lent for d\X<fc TO £oSoi> /iSXXov (I. i. 4
ad fin. than 'all this is rather in
the province of something which we
may call the Animate.' Nor can I feel
at home with ' Authentic-Existents'
(for oWa>? oma), ' Ordinary Mentation,*
'the Animate-Entity,' and so forth:
they are awkward pieces of mental
furniture. ' Plotinus,' says Mr. Mac-
kenna,' was pouring quite a new wine
into very old bottles!' Mr. Mackenna
has some new bottles for the new wine;
but one is still inclined to say, of bottles
as of wine, ' the old is better!' This
may all be pedantry and prejudice, but
—it will out.

But enough of such carpings. To
commend the book and point out its
merits is a much more pleasing task,
and there can be no question as to the
labour and learning which Mr. Mac-
kenna has bestowed upon the produc-
tion of this handsome volume. It
contains much that is helpful towards
the understanding of the doctrine of
the greatest Neo-platonist, and it is
eminently successful in one, at least, of
its aims—namely, ' the reproduction of
the splendid soaring passages with all
their warmth and light' And the fact
that Plotinus has been so greatly
neglected by English scholars and
translators makes it doubly welcome.

R. G. BURY.


